
SŠ hodina 12 2023   1) Checked hw – SO/SUCH (FCE ORG)2) More FCE level practice – Environment
3) Global Issues Chapter 10 – Solutions . Presentations (Faitrade etc.) .
4) Různé B2 gramatické jevy – probereme část z níže uvedených témat: 
Zero Conditional - “it's
always like that“

If you don't like wearing sunglasses,
           (present)

you can wear contact lenses
           (present)

1st Conditional If we find your glasses,
         (present)

we will mail them to you.
         (future)

Time Clauses (vedlejší 
věty časové; spojky: as
soon as, when, until...

When I buy new glasses
            (present)

I will also buy a case for them
       (future)

2nd Conditional If I were you,

If I had my glasses with me,
      (Past Simple)

I would see an optician and have my eyes 
checked.
I could read the tiny letters.
   (would, could, might +INF)

3rd Conditional If I had left my glasses at home,
      (Past Perfect)

I wouldn't have lost them on the beach.
   (would, could, might + PAST INF: = have 
+ past participle)

Make 3rd conditional sentences:
Example: 
I didn’t know about the test, so I didn’t study for it. If I had known about the text, I would have studied for it.

John Corbett gained a lot of experience as a hunter and tracker. That inspired him to become a naturalist.
If JC hadn’t gained so much experience as a hunter and tracker, he wouldn’t have become a naturalist.

1. Wheels were invented. People constructed bicycles and other vehicles.

2. I left my bike unlocked in front of the shop. It was stolen.

3. You didn’t call me. I worried about you.

4. He didn’t brush his teeth regularly. He needed a lot of fillings.

5. I had my report written by Chat GPT.  I didn’t learn anything about the subject.

WISH:
I wish I knew which bus to take. Kéž bych věděl… (teď) – Past Simple
I wish I had looked up the bus connection while I was online. Kéž bych si býval vyhledal…(dříve) Past Perfect

Make sentences using wish and the appropriate tense of the verb.
Example: 
I am dumb. I wish I wasn’t so dumb.
I made a lot of mistakes in the test. I wish I hadn’t made so many mistakes in the test.

I can’t read this illegible handwriting.
I have to get up early tomorrow.
I overslept and missed the bus.
I answered only 2 questions out of 10.
I dropped out of the English course before we learned the 3rd conditional.
I am fat.
I didn’t take enough money on the trip.                                     TURN THE PAGE



ALTHOUGH / THOUGH (=ačkoli, spojka v souvětí)
DESPITE / IN SPITE OF (= navzdory, předložka před a) podstatným jménem, b) - ing tvarem, c)the fact that...)

Match the sentence halves, sometimes more options may be right.

He bought his wife the perfume despite it cost a lot of money.

He bought his wife the perfume although its high price.

He bought his wife the perfume in spite of he couldn’t really afford it.

He bought his wife the perfume even though it wasn’t the one she wanted, though

He bought his wife the perfume the absurd price.

the fact that he had very little money

having very little money 

Fill in a suitable word(s). More correct answers are sometimes possible:

…………….. the train delay, she made it to the meeting finally.

……………...her train was delayed, she managed to get to the meeting in time.

She made it to the meeting in time ……………….. of the train delay.

She was there on time, …………….the fact that she had spent 15 minutes looking for a parking space.

There aren’t enough parking places, ………………. they keep building new ones all the time.

¨

Transform the sentrences, using the word given:

Although she knew the answer, she wasn’t confident enough to say it loud.
DESPITE

In spite of the rainy weather, they went for a jog.
ALTHOUGH

They decided to by the tickets, though the price was rather high.
IN SPITE OF

He was an excellent student despite being unpopular with teachers
ALTHOUGH

In spite of his hard work on the chemistry project, he still didn’t get the grades he hoped for.
THOUGH


